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The Critical Path
“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder.”
(D. Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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THANK YOU TO
OUR LOYAL
SPONSORS:

Everyone is a winner as PMI Sydney Chapter receives
PMI Community Award - “Recognition of Excellence for Member
Services”
By Amany Nuseibeh, PMP - Director at Large
It is with great pleasure and pride, that
we share the great news. On 20th October
2012, PMI Sydney Chapter won a Community Award – “Recognition of Excellence for Member Services” at the Awards
Ceremony held as part of the Leadership
Institute Meeting in Vancouver, British
Colombia, Canada.

volvement, your great contributions, your
valued input, your feedback and your ongoing engagement.

From Left to right: Ha Nguyen (Professional
Development), Julia Checchia (President),
Peter Monkhouse (PMI Chair), Chris White

The PMI Chapter Award for Member Services (PMI Today, November 2012, p14),
recognizes chapters that have demonstrated originality in membership program
development, which has resulted in attracting new members, raising the retention of members and providing superior
member services.
Member Services is one category
amongst a number of PMI Community
Awards categories that are granted annually.
It was a very proud moment, when Julia
Checchia; PMI Sydney Chapter President;
accepted the award on behalf of the
Chapter. Julia was accompanied by four
members of the PMI Sydney Chapter
board: Peter O’Driscoll (Vice President),
Ha Nguyen (Professional Development),
Chris White (Treasurer) and myself
(representing both Sydney and Queensland Chapters).

(Treasurer) and Amany Nuseibeh (Director at
Large)

Thank you. Keep it up as we aim to be in
the race for more awards next year and
the years to come - as we continuously
improve our chapter services. We are
looking forward to a great 2013, as PMI
Sydney Chapter leads the Australian
Chapters in organising the inaugural PMI
Australian National Conference in May 1st3rd at Sydney Convention and Exhibition
Centres.

For more details about PMI Community
Awards, read PMI Today, November 2012
We’d like to thank all of you – our spon- edition.
sors, our collaboration partners, presenters, members, volunteers and past and
present board members, for your great
contributions that made this community
award achievable and led to this great
outcome. Our members’ services are outstanding because of your outstanding in-

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI

GPO Box 241, Sydney,
NSW, 2001, Australia
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From the President’s Desk… …...
PMI Sydney Chapter has the X Factor.
The X Factor is an Australian television reality music competition, based on the original
UK series, to find new singing talent; the winner of which receives a management
contract and a Sony Music Australia recording contract.
The PMI Sydney Chapter is part of an amazing Australian collaboration initiative,
modelled on global support for Project Management best practices, to promote the art,
science and benefit of project management to organisations, communities and
individuals; the winners of which receive professional development, participation in a
network of likeminded talented professionals, workshops/courses, presentations and
committed sponsors. Isn’t it great to always be a winner?
The X Factor consists of four phases: auditions, super boot camp, home visits and live
shows. Each judge is assigned one of four categories.
The PMI Sydney Chapter consists of nearly 1800 members, five great sponsors, many
partners such as registered education providers, universities, colleges, HR consulting
firms and many other organisations and it is orchestrated by thirteen very talented
directors of the board, eight unbelievably committed Associate Directors (AD) and many
collaborative volunteers.
During 2012, these very same talented directors, committed ADs and collaborative

Julia Checchia, PMP
President: PMI
Sydney Chapter

volunteers delivered amazing initiatives such as the non-exhaustive list below:


Eleven workshops and nine CAPM & PMP exam preparation courses



Seven corporate visits including (AMP, HP and Dell) collaboration for the delivery
of the PMI Canberra Chapter development day



HR and REP information day



One executive breakfast



HR, REP and PMI collaborative event



Two mentor programs and two volunteer events



Six meet ups



Six newsletters and over 40 e-blasts



Ten events including one off metro (Northwest)



One WiPM event



One special event in collaboration with the Canberra Chapter



Two new sponsors and three renewed sponsors



Collaborative events with CMI and IIBA



Changes to the governance processes and procedures



Establishment of PMI Sydney Chapter Toastmasters Club



Establishment of the Membership Recognition Program



Offering the Guest Pass for PMI Members



Over 20 not-for-profit organisations approached and worked with 6 NFPs
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….cont. from page 2
In addition to the above initiatives, the PMI Sydney Chapter received a Recognition of Excellence for Member Services awarded by the Global Project Management Institute. This award was presented to the chapter during the last
PMI Leadership Meeting held in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
During the opening session, PMI Chair Peter Monkhouse, BSc(Eng), MBA, PEng, PMP, shared stories of his years
of volunteer service with PMI, and spoke about the many good friends he has made over the years. Mr Monkhouse
encouraged everyone “to continue learning from each other to develop and deliver strong and lively programs that
provide value to PMI members throughout the world.” During the opening session, the PMI President and CEO Mark
A. Langley offered insights into PMI, the project management profession and the world at large and encouraged the
record-setting 887 PMI leaders from 47 countries to develop and build new relationships during their time in Vancouver. Mr Langley shared an inspiring message that was equal part forward-looking, partnership-oriented, and an appreciation of the volunteers for their considerable and ongoing efforts to provide leadership to PMI and advance the
profession.
It is certainly rewarding and gratifying to know that the PMI Sydney Chapter is such a high calibre chapter with outstanding characteristics that can be taken as a benchmark for professional organisations around the world and this is
all due to the calibre of our members, volunteers and likeminded sponsors and partners. Thank you!
Furthermore, during 2012, the PMI Sydney Chapter was elected as the first chapter to lead the delivery of the PMI
National Conference to be held on May 1-3 2013 at the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre. There have been
other PMI conferences in Australia but what makes this conference special is that it is organised entirely by the collaborative approach of the 6 chapters around Australia, with little global sponsorship. It is the PMI Australian community standing for excellence, learning, growth and improvement!
This conference promises to be unique, exciting, innovative and promises to bring high calibre presenters and participants. For the first time Mr Mark Langley will honour Australia with his presence to open the conference and address
the audience, government and executives. The conference promises a program with great leaders talking about real
challenges and opportunities for portfolio, program and project management and leadership in the 21st century. I
would like to take the opportunity to thank the hard work that Joanne Murray, the organising committee and MCI, the
event convenor selected to facilitate the conference delivery, for their commitment and determination to deliver an
amazing conference. Check out www.pmi.org.au for further details.
I am hoping by now you would agree that the PMI Sydney Chapter does have the X Factor and in 2013 it seems that
we will be able to repeat it all again with the new board of directors.
Thanks to all those directors, ADs and volunteers who will be leaving the 2012 journey. Your work has been very
much appreciated and has made a difference for a great year of achievements. Congratulations and welcome to the
new board.
The new board will be meeting on 2nd Feb, 2013 to finalise its composition and announce the new roles.
I thank you for your support, participation and determination to pursue professional excellence by being part of a professional organisation. I will continue on the board as the Immediate Past President and have accepted a position as
Director at Large with the New Zealand board of directors in addition to the Public Relations role for the 2013 Conference.
I look forward to seeing you all in the 2013 PMI National Conference at the Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre on May 1-3.
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News from the Events Director
By Kate Morris
Events Director

!

PMINZ National Conference 2012
The Faces and Facets of Project Management - Connect, Collaborate and Integrate.
Wellington, New Zealand hosted a fantastic PMI National Conference 24 -26 September
which I was proud to attend on behalf of the Sydney Chapter Board and its members. With
my partners in crime from the PMIAUS 2013 Conference team Adrian Pearce (technology
lead) and Frank Papa (Change Management lead) we set out to experience how the Kiwi's do
it and get inspiration for what we can add to our ideas.
The conference was opened with a traditional
Powhiri ceremony which Adrian and I were honoured to take part in. The opening keynote speaker Lynne Schinella covered the topic: The Whole
Brained Organisation - How Diversity Creates
Profit. Lynne talked about the left brain traits
(Maths, language, logic and analysis) and right
brain traits (connections, imagination, communication) using an analogy of fruit. The aim for a
company would be to have a "fruit salad" team
complimenting each other with their different
styles. By embracing the diversity of the team, we can respect and use the differences rather
than fighting them.
I was lucky enough to listen to the stories of the Emerging Project Manager for 2011 Alice
Greer and Project Manager of the year for 2010 Byron Roff. They shared inspiring stories of
why they won their award and how it had changed their career. A definite reason for you to
put in your application for the Australian National Awards that will be held at the gala dinner
with our PMIAUS Conference (1-3 May 2013).
Keynote 2 was delivered by Dr Diane Parente whose topic was: The Importance of Project
Strategy and Implementation of Strategy through Projects- Understanding the Difference. She
started with a saying "if you don't know where you are going, any road will take you there".
Covering the main items of creating a strategy, Dr Parente challenged us to look at SWOT
analysis in the following ways;
SO - how can I use my strengths to capitalise on the opportunities?
WO - what opportunity to I have to overcome my weakness?
ST - what strength can I use over overcome my threat?
WT - what can I develop to overcome my weakness and remove the threat?

The awards dinner was a great night for all the delegates to enjoy and celebrate the 'best of the best' in
our field. It was great to see so many fantastic and well
deserved people and projects being recognised and
rewarded.
Day two of the conference and it started off with a keynote from Beth Partleton (Immediate Past Chair 2012
Board of Directors) on the Value of Project Management for Society, Organisations and the Practitioner. Looking at the global economy we are
seeing a changing of the guard, as GDP for America, Canada and parts of Europe slow
down, India and China’s GDP grows. We also see that the industries that boomed for skilled
workers in the 70's are bracing for a large percentage of their workers retiring in the next 10
years. What this tells us is that there is a significant opportunity we can all be part of as project management professionals in the years to come. Exciting times ahead!
So what was the best part of the conference? Well there are too many things to add in this
article, so be sure to come and see me at an upcoming event.
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From the Marketing desk ….
Hey! Mr. Marketing Man , what have you been
up to?
Is it true that great things happen when you join PMI?
Well, I can surely say that for those individuals interested in making a difference, interested in
giving back to the community or even interested in giving back in a reciprocal manner, great
things do happen when you join PMI.
Whatever those great things are, without a doubt, will be different to each and every one of us. For some, ‘great
things’ will be about recognition, for others it will be about development, for a number it will be about seeing improvement and knowing they were part of the change for the better and for a few, it will be about making a difference with no expectation from the effort, time and passion they so willingly put into their inspired vision.
I can honestly say that I have seen several of these inspiring individuals during my tenure with PMI.
Most recently I was surprised when the announcement was made that the PMI Sydney Chapter now has its own
official PMI Toastmasters Club. For those of you who are not familiar with Toastmasters, putting it simply, Toastmasters International helps men and women learn the arts of speaking, listening, and thinking – vital skills that
promote self-actualization, enhance leadership potential, foster human understanding, and now contribute to the
betterment of the Project Management Profession.
You can find more information on Toastmasters here. http://www.toastmasters.org/
So how did the PMI Sydney Chapter Toastmasters Club come about? The member that believes that great things
happen when you join PMI was our Vice President, Peter O’Driscoll.
I caught up with Peter and asked him what motivated him to put time and effort on another activity beyond his
already busy role of Vice President.
PMI MD: Peter, how long have you been a PMI member?
POD: 9 years
PMI MD: You are well known to PMI members as a Board Director, How long have you been serving?
POD: Since 2006 - with a half year break
PMI MD: What is Toastmasters?
POD: Toastmasters is an international organisation whose membership work together for the mutual benefit of
advancing each member's communication and leadership skills. The organisation has been in existence since
1924 and the first Australian Club was founded fifty five years ago.
PMI MD: What prompted you to establish the Toastmasters club?
POD: I have been a member of my local Toastmasters Club for over twenty years and when I learned that the
Queensland Chapter had previously set up a Toastmasters Club, I realised that we could provide a benefit to our
membership by setting up one for the Sydney Chapter.
PMI MD: How relevant do you think the skills are to today's PMs
POD: Effective communication by the project manager is the cornerstone of successful projects and providing
strong leadership to the project team is a necessary attribute for any good a project manager. These skills are
developed by participating in Toastmasters along with the opportunity to build our self-confidence.

PMI MD: If you had 2 minutes with all our members and could give them advice, what would you tell them?
POD: Like Toastmasters Clubs, the Sydney Chapter is composed of volunteers who combine to create an environment to facilitate knowledge building and opportunities to interact with fellow professionals. Participating, interacting and volunteering will enrich you and your fellow members.
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...cont. from page 5
PMI MD: How true do you think the tag line "good things happen when you join PMI' is?
POD: It is hard to understand why there are so many project managers who do not believe it is important to belong
to a professional body. For a very modest price, becoming a member of PMI provided enormous value. Not only are
you participating in a body that helps to bring standardization to the profession, it opens up channels of communication with your fellow professionals not only in other parts of Australia, but throughout the world.
You can get more information about the PMI Sydney Chapter Toastmasters Club at:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=4544814&trk=anet_ug_hm
You can also contact the Club president, Trevor Doornbos via linked
au.linkedin.com/in/trevordoornbos

Welcome to our new Sponsors
I am incredibly excited to announce two new partners with PMI Sydney Chapter, Curtin University and Link-Up
International.Through these partners the PMI Chapter will continue to provide high levels of professional, educational and partnered services.

Curtin University has been a key partner in our ability to run successful
courses and events through their venues. Curtin University relationship
goes beyond venue allocation; keep a look out for their services.
Link-Up International is a consulting. Link-up Consulting partners with
business leaders to build high performing teams, to grow their people to
be the best they can be and to become a leader that people line up to
work for. Link-Up has been assisting the PMI Sydney Chapter Board to become a high performing team and developing our directors to be the best that they can be.

Please join me in welcoming our new partners.
I also look forward to the opportunity of discussing with your organization how PMI is ‘Making project management
indispensable for business results’

Until the next newsletter,
The Marketing Team,
marketing@pmisydney.org
Tel: +61 410 699371

“We wish you a very Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year. See
you in 2013”
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Board Contact Details
Julia Checchia, PMP, MsC, MBA President

president@pmisydney.org

0412 268 657

Peter O’ Driscoll, PMP

Vice President

vicepresident@pmisydney.org

0439 642 098

Chris White

Treasurer

treasurer@pmisydney.org

0437 698 811

Angela Chellas, PMP

Secretary

secretary@pmisydney.org

0404 800 929

Kate Morris

Events

events@pmisydney.org

0409 577 754

Ha Nguyen

Education / Certification

development@pmisydney.org

0401 142 513

Maja Kowalski PMP

Communications

communications@pmisydney.org

0401 632 968

Vanesa Lalic

Membership

membership@pmisydney.org

0414 787 172

Gus Sabatino

Marketing

marketing@pmisydney.org

0410 699 371

Vikas Patole

Volunteers / Mentoring

volunteers@pmisydney.org

0418 864 854

Gordana Marijan

Building Better Futures

buildingbetterfutures@pmisydney.org

0407 243 723

Kym Henderson

Special Projects

specialprojects@pmisydney.org

0414 428 537

Amany Nuseibeh, PMP

Director at Large

directoratlarge@pmisydney.org

0415 919 210

PMI commenced in Australia in 1997 and held its
first Chapter Meeting on 15 April 1997. Today the
Chapter has over 1,700+ members from a mixture
of industries including, but not limited to:
construction, engineering, banking, insurance,
finance, IT, telecommunications, consulting and

The Critical Path is published bi-monthly by the PMI Sydney Chapter and is distributed to over 1,700+ people. A
limited number of advertising pages are accepted in each
issue. The rates for advertising are as follows:
Visit our website or download the 2012 Media Kit for
further information on The Critical Path - Publication &
Content Dates for 2012.

pharmaceutical. Approximately 50% of Australian

Membership Stats

PMI's members are PMPs. PMI is strongly

Total Members

1819

supported by a majority of companies in Australia

PMP Members
CAPM Members
PgMP Members

855
48
5

and internationally. The Sydney Chapter conducts
regular chapter meetings, education and
certification courses and runs an annual conference
in an effort to promote the profession of Project

PMI-SP
PMI-RMP
PMI-ACP

7
8
8

Management within NSW and Australia.

Did you know that PMI Sydney Chapter offers PMP and CAPM Prep Courses?
Yes! There is a PMP/CAPM exam preparation course every month.
The aim of this course is for each participant to be able to:



Understand what is involved in obtaining PMP certification



How to approach study for the exam



Practice questions and review key topics from PMBOK 4th Edition

These sessions book out very quickly so if you are interested, please visit the Events Listing on our website to register for an upcoming session or find out more information.
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2013 PMI Sydney Chapter Board Announced
After several weeks of waiting in suspense, the big secret is finally out! The 2013 Board was announced at the Annual General Business Meeting held at the Castlereagh Hotel on Dec 10.
We are pleased to announce that Amany Nuseibeh will lead the PMI Sydney Chapter and its Board of Directors
as 2013 President. Amany has been a long serving member, volunteer and board director of PMI Sydney. She has
made significant contribution across various portfolios, both at the Sydney and Queensland Chapters, is incredibly
knowledgeable in the area of project, program and portfolio management and unstoppable when it comes to sharing
her passion and educating people around her about the value that P3M brings to organisations.
Chris White will be staying on the board as Treasurer. Chris has vast experience in financial management and
systems that support project accounting and it is great to see him continue in the role he’s had over the past 12
months.
Our dynamo President for 2011 and 2012, Julia Checchia, will be supporting the board as Immediate Past President. She’s also been elected Director at Large at the PMI NZ Chapter, and is involved in public relation supporting
the inaugural PMI AUS Conference, driving collaboration and idea sharing between PMI Chapters in the ANZ region.
The Ordinary Board Members in 2013, who are either joining the board, continuing from 2012 OR returning after a
short break, are:
Paul Barnes: Paul has electrical engineering background and 16 years experience in project management. He’s
been a member of the PMI Sydney Chapter for approximately 10 years, is PMP certified, and has previously volunteered for the Sydney Chapter, supporting several special projects and events.
Maja Kowalski: Maja has been a member of the PMI Sydney Chapter Board for two consecutive years, firstly establishing and leading the Building Better Futures portfolio in 2011 and then jumping into the big shoes of Communications Director in 2012. She’s a highly energetic, enthusiastic and adrenaline driven professional project and program
manager with a passion for people, business improvements and customer experience.
Malcolm McFarlane: Malcolm is a seasoned project, program and portfolio manager with strong background in IT
and business transformation initiatives. He was contributor to the first edition of the PMI Program Management and
Portfolio Management standards.
Christopher McLoon: Chris has been an active member of the PMI Sydney Chapter for over 10 years. He has 15+
years project management experience, recently focusing on quality assurance, across a variety of business sectors
such as banking, retail, government and utilities.
Kate Morris: Kate has been our Events Director this year and has also been leading the preparations for the PMI
AUS Conference 2013 in the role of conference convenor. She has close to 10 years project and program management experience, primarily in the financial services industry. Kate loves to bring people together, representing members on the board is a perfect way to combine her passion for project management and collaboration with others.
Ha Nguyen: Ha Nguyen has been Professional Development Director in 2012. She has 15+ years of experience in
Project and Program management and in recent years has been accountable for the delivery of project management
capability across the AMP group; she loves cooking, reading and travel, and plays the piano.
Vikas Patole: Vikas Patole is currently Director for Volunteers and Mentor Programs. He is a veteran project manager across several industries, working in India and Australia.
Daniela Polit: Daniela has been our amazing Associate Director on the Professional Development portfolio. If you
have attended a short course at PMI Sydney, it’s thanks to Daniela! She’s been bringing amazing educators, coordinating course delivery and making sure our members are given an opportunity to continue developing their skills
and knowledge across the various areas of project and program management and associated disciplines.
Philip Reid: Philip has over 20 years international experience in the IT & Telecommunications industry. He has held
Senior Programme/ Management roles at a number of Finance and IT&T organisations and his skills have been utilised to lead and establish new business operations in Australia and Asia.
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...cont. from page 8
Jordan Vamvakidis: Jordan is returning to the PMI Sydney Chapter board after one year break. He was our Marketing Director in 2011, and has also held Treasurer Position previously. He is Business Operations Manager focused in business transformation, strategy development, business planning, business operations and leadership
development.
We would like to thank the departing members of the 2012 Board, Angela Chellas, Gordana Marijan, Venesa Lalic,
Peter O’Driscoll, Gus Sabatino, and Kim Henderson, as well as those who will continue to serve on the 2013 Board,
for their incredible contribution, energy and passion in bringing value to our members and creating an award winning
Chapter (see article about PMI Sydney Chapter winning the PMI Community Award)
Best of luck for the 2013 Board and we look forward to seeing you next year!

Building Better Futures in 2013
A Volunteer Information Session was held on 16 October with the intent of recruiting a fresh crop of enthusiastic volunteers for each Building Better Futures program. Without the support of volunteers these programs cannot deliver
the mission of the PMI Sydney Chapter which is to champion project management knowledge and skill for educational and social good.
Next year promises to be a big year for the Building Better Futures portfolio with a number of new initiatives within
each program as well as involvement in the inaugural PMI Australia Conference. We are pleased to see a number
of our “old crew” volunteers continuing in 2013 and have also recruited several new people to join the BBF team.
If you are interested in joining one of the programs above or finding out what’s in store for BBF, send an email to
buildingbetterfutures@pmisydney.org or check out the PMI Sydney Chapter website (under “Get Involved/Building
Better Futures”) early in 2013.
I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the BBF programs over the past 12 months and wish you all
the very best for 2013.
Gordana Marijan
Director, Building Better Futures
PMI Sydney Chapter

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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2012 – What a Year for PMI Sydney Professional Development Team!
By Ha Nguyen, PMI Sydney Professional Development Director
I am pleased to report that 2012 has been an excellent year for Professional Development, and rewarding and fulfilling for me personally. It has been a pleasure to
work with a collaborative, involved and committed Board under Julia’s leadership
and my two dedicated Associate Directors, Daniela Polit and Tracy Griffith and their
teams.
Achievements include delivery of a full calendar of Short courses, Development
workshops and Certification preparation classes as well as new partnerships established with CMI, IIBA providing further development and networking opportunities to
our members.
We had a full curriculum for Short courses, ten were delivered this year, a total over 200 participants, with some
popular courses from last year rerun and new courses such as Agile Project management, Program Management,
Stakeholder Engagement and Organisation Change Management offered. Short courses have been well received
by our members with excellent uptake in all, with several waitlisted! Peter De Jaeger Development interactive
workshop on Change Management and Trusted Advisor relationship was a huge success with record attendance
achieved. Our members have also been offered at discounted prices events and courses organised by CMI, IIBA
and ACS.
Certification preparation content (150+ slide pack!) has been constantly refined and improved and nine certification
preparation classes were delivered this year with a total of 82 participants. Presentations at organisations such as
HP and AMP were held to promote benefits of certification. Well done to several members who received certification exam after attending these preparation classes. The organisations’ presentations have also generated a lot of
interest.
Late October, I had the opportunity to attend the PMI Leadership Institute Meeting (LIM) and the Global Congress
in Vancouver, Canada.
The LIM and Congress featured outstanding Mark Langley, PMI President and CEO, who talked about trends that
organisations are pursuing to gain competitive advantage, and the growing recognition from organisations of portfolio management, benefit and value concepts of projects, organisational agility, talent development, and new skills
required in PMs. Technical skills are essential but in this new world but are no longer enough, as executives are
demanding PMs to have leadership, soft skills, as well as strategic and business management skills, a broader and
more business driven focus. A Project manager is no longer ‘just a project manager’ but a Business Consultant,
Trusted Advisor and Change Agent.
Our development offering for next year will definitely take these insights into consideration as well as exploring other delivery channels such as webinars and online training. Watch this space!
Thank you for your support this year and special thanks to my Associate Directors Daniela Polit and Tracy Griffith
and their teams namely Greg Franks, Arti Malhorta, Chi Nguyen, Jiankai Yin and Sudipto Mukherjee in their tireless dedication and effort in making this happen. We are looking forward to an exciting 2013 culminating with the
PMI Australian Conference in May and what promises to be an exciting year ahead with full of development and
growth opportunities for our members.

“Our new Professional Development Partner”
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Effective Project Communication Starts with Good Listening …
By Maja Kowalski, PMI Sydney Communications Director
"We were given two ears but

The speaker may be unaware of their potential impact

only one mouth, because
listening is twice as hard as
talking."

and use them unintentionally. They trigger a negative
association, engage negative emotions, and divert our
attention away from the remainder of the message.

When we mention project
communication we primarily
focus on the “supply” side of the communication chain.
The “demand” side, i.e. listening, is often given little to no
attention, whilst the most direct way to improve
communication is by learning to listen more effectively.

Strategy: When you hear a red flag word, stop the
conversation and ask the speaker to repeat what they’ve
said, and if required, to clarify what they meant by saying
it. You can then either discuss those points further or
agree to come back to them later and focus on the rest of
the conversation.

As a listener, we apply several filters when receiving a
message, such as our own judgement and beliefs, and
pay attention to the level that matters to us. This often
leads to just ‘hearing the word’ without ‘listening to the
message’, which can often lead to ‘crossed wires’ where

#3 Seeing the trees without seeing the forest
Some people focus so much on the detail that they
completely miss the overall context of the communication
i.e. how all those single ‘trees’ fit together. Focussing

the speaker and the listener are on different
wavelengths.

only on the details is not effective communication.
Neither is focusing just on the ‘forest’, as the specific
points might be missed or vaguely presented, and the
Rather than providing a laundry list of recycled tips and
listener ends up filling in the gaps with their own
hints on how to improve our listening skills, let’s focus on interpretation of what the detail should be. This can lead
just three common barriers to effective listening and
to misinterpretation of the message and poor decisionexplore the strategies that can help overcome them.
making.
#1 Knowing the answer

Strategy: A good listener will seek to understand the big
picture as well as the key details. When communicating

This occurs when you think you know what the speaker
wants to say before they actually finish saying it. For
those impatient listeners, it might lead to cutting off the
speaker or trying to complete the sentence for them, and
even worse, interrupting by saying that you disagree
without letting the other person express what it is you
think you disagree with. This behaviour often leads to
disagreements, tension and unhealthy conflict, whilst the
message is completely lost.

with ‘trees’ people, ask them to explain how each point
fits into the broader context, strategy or plan. On the
other hand, ask the ‘forest’ people to provide concrete
examples to ensure they can support their high level
view.
And a final word of wisdom … As an old Zen proverb
says, "When walking, walk. When eating, eat." When it
comes to communication, forget multitasking and give
your full attention to either listening or talking. Be there
one hundred per cent, with your whole body and mind.

Strategy: Keep an open mind, look for something new
and/or interesting in what the speaker is saying. Wait
three seconds after the other person has finished talking, Contributed by Maja Kowalski, PMI Sydney
Communications Director
take a deep breath and only then respond.
With references sourced from an essay by Michael Webb
http://www.sklatch.net/thoughtlets/listen.html
#2 Red flag words
These are words that so called ‘press our hot buttons’.
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MEMBERS’ FEEDBACK CORNER
Being a PMI Sydney Chapter member provides you with access to Members Only pages and documents published on our website. To be able to access the member-restricted content, you must be
logged into the website.
If you try to access a restricted section or document whilst logged out, a “404 Error” message will pop out. Please ensure you log in in the top right corner of the website. If you are experiencing issues with logging in, please visit the Log in Help page.

New Member Benefit: Project Management Tools and Templates
We are excited to announce that our members now have unlimited access to PMI’s
tools and templates based on A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK ® Guide)— Fourth Edition.
The forms are derived from the popular book, A Project Manager’s Book of Forms ,
by Cynthia Stackpole Snyder, PMP, EVP, MBA, a best seller on PMI’s Marketplace
and Amazon—an $80.00 value!
Members can access the forms at any time and customize them to meet the particular needs of their projects or
their organizations.
Visit the Tools and Templates webpage and encourage members to check out this exciting new member benefit.

Collaboration is the word!
In one of a series of collaborative sessions, PMI Sydney Chapter held a
breakfast event on Wednesday 5th September at the Castlereagh Boutique
Hotel. More than fifty members enjoyed presentations from Ambition, Paxus,
UXC Consulting and Peak Performance where they got career advice, hints
and tips on personal branding , training opportunities and project management capabilities assessments. The feedback from our members was extremely positive.
This is one of a series of strategic initiatives to foster collaboration, provide
further opportunities and create awareness within the various professional organisations, industries and markets.
We are currently planning a return for our extremely popular speed learning event. Further details will be provided on PMI Sydney Chapter Website soon. Watch this space.
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The Sydney Chapter Virtual Award

The Sydney Chapter would like to recognise & honour our long standing members on our
“Virtual Plaque”.
Each quarter we will award a virtual medal to members who have been part of The Sydney
Chapter for 3, 6, 9 or 12 years by adding their name onto the Sydney Chapter Virtual Plaque.
When generating the list I was surprised and excited to see that a large portion of our members
have been with the Sydney Chapter for a nine and some for twelve years ! They have no doubt
seen the Sydney Chapter evolve into a wonderful community that it is today and it's a tribute to
all our volunteers.
Add your virtual award to LinkedIn in the Honors and Awards section and include the respective link to website
section where visitors of your LinkedIn profile can find your name.
PMI Sydney Chapter - Platinum Member (12 years)
http://www.pmisydney.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=331:platinummembers&catid=182:membership-recognision-program&Itemid=211
PMI Sydney Chapter - Gold Member (9 years)
http://www.pmisydney.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=332:goldmembers&catid=182:membership-recognision-program&Itemid=211
PMI Sydney Chapter - Silver Member (6 years)
http://www.pmisydney.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=333:silvermembers&catid=182:membership-recognision-program&Itemid=211
PMI Sydney Chapter - Bronze Member (3 years)
http://www.pmisydney.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=334:bronzemembers&catid=182:membership-recognision-program&Itemid=211
For Example

Thank you!
Venesa Lalic (Membership Director)
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Our Special Projects Success in 2012
By Kym Henderson, PMI Sydney Chapter Special Projects Director.
A successful PMI Sydney Chapter Board strategic initiative for 2012 has been to “re-energise” interest in project
controls and Earned Value Management in Australia.
The initiative has demonstrated the benefits that can be
obtained from the positive collaboration between professional bodies which has included:
PMI Sydney and Canberra Chapters
PMOZ Conference
The USA based College of Performance Management
The EVM Europe Association.

Australia and providing PMI Sydney Chapter members a
series of additional educational events
The Lessons Learned
From Internal Project
Surveillance Class in
the Paxus training
room trying to focus on
the topic being presented rather than the
amazing views of
the City, Harbour Bridge and Opera House from the full
length window at the rear of the classroom.

The tangible outcomes of this initiative so far have been:


A keynote presentation, at PMOZ and a ‘full
house’ PMI Sydney Chapter event , across the
combined project management and systems engineering conferences by Prof. Pierre Bonnal on “An
Overview of and Lessons Learned from the CERN
Large Hadron Collider project Ms. Lisa Wolf presenting and delivering a workshop (sponsored by
Paxus) on “lessons Learned from Internal Project
Surveillance”. Lisa is the Earned Value Management Focal point at Booz Allen Hamilton, a large
USA based consulting firm which has a target market of large US Federal Government acquisition
programs.



My presentation on a “Practical Focus on Earned
Schedule”, a workshop on Applying the Earned
Value Concepts to Commercial (IT) Projects and
an Earned Value Schedule Masterclass.



Pierre and Lisa also participated in a “Grill the Experts” panel session at PMOZ, which was at times
serious, but also on occasion quite humorous
which canvassed a wide variety of topical project
management subjects from audience questions.

As part of PMI Sydney Chapter outreach, the group also
travelled to Canberra where Professor Bonnal presented
to a large PMI Canberra Chapter audience on case study
“Project Control 2.0 — How to Implement a DeliverableOriented Earned Value Management (EVM) Framework.”
This case study was derived from CERN’s experience in
managing large-scale accelerator projects, including the
Large Hadron Collider project.

PMI Sydney
Chapter Marketing Director,
Gus Sabatino,
Kym Henderson, Ms. Lisa
Wolf and Paxus Executives
Veronica Moran and Stephen Tompkins during a break at
the Lessons Learned from Internal Project Surveillance
class. Paxus now sponsor the PMI Sydney Chapter
Education events by providing the extraordinary venue
at their North Sydney Office.

Professor Pierre
Bonnal making a
point during the final
presentation of his
visit to the large PMI
Canberra
Chapter audience.
PMI Canberra was
particularly
appreciative of being included in the initiative while
Pierre and Lisa Wolf appreciated the scenic road trip
down the south coast to Canberra and the opportunity to
visit the national capital along with Sydney and Melbourne.

As well as the advocacy of project management and the
benefits of effective project controls to various forums in
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Scrum or Waterfall for Software Development? And, what about the PM?
By Peter O’Driscoll, PMI Sydney Vice President.
By Kate Morris
Events Director

I have recently
being trawling
through the
online job boards
and have come
across positions
for Project Managers with Scrum
implementation
experience as a requirement. This has me confused.

the next one starts. The project manager is a key figure
in tracking the progress of this pre-planned step by step
approach.

Although I have never been involved in a Scrum implementation, my understanding of this approach is that it is
geared towards software development and implementations, and that project managers are not required.

The term agile is a very loose term, but I like to think that
one of the fundamental aspects of agile is the ability to
avoid being too prescriptive. I would argue that the
Scrum and Waterfall approaches are just that.

Which one is better?
I believe the best approach to the project management
of software development and implementations is to be
flexible, using a mix of the traditional waterfall, infused
with iterative and agile principles. Each product life cycle
should be assessed as to what that mix should be.

The appropriate levels of flexibility inbuilt into many
methodologies have evolved over time. We now have
Scrum relies on self-organising, cross-functional teams
Implementation Planning and Scoping Studies incorpowith no overall leader. The team is supported by a
rating Proof of Concepts, breaking the project into IncreScrum Master and a Product Owner. The Scrum Masmental quick win components, planning for a number of
ter’s role is to coach the team in how to get the most out
iterations cycles, and having Daily Team catch up meetof the Scrum framework. The Product Owner represents
ings. We can still have detailed plans with schedules
the business and ensures the team is developing the
and budgets, with the ability to raise variations to allow
required end product.
for changes in requirements. And most important of all
Scrum projects utilise a concept called sprints, which are the project manager is at the helm.
no longer than a month in duration and has an output
Conclusion
that represents a portion of the end product. The daily
It is probable that the Scrum approach is very relevant
team meeting that discusses the current state of the
and effective in many situations. I expect to read and
backlog is called a Scrum.
hear a lot more accounts in the future of how Scrum has
One of the big selling points of Scrum is the ability of the
been used successfully in the product lifecycle and how
key stakeholders to bend their requirement as the implethe budget and schedules have been controlled.
mentation progresses.
In the meantime I suggest that Project Managers with
What about Waterfall?
Scrum implementation experience as a requirement is
The waterfall approach on the other hand is a very struc- out of place in any job advertisement and it may be aptured approach which tends to have the associated pro- propriate for me to put the offending recruiter straight.
So, what is Scrum?

jects planned in linear phases and not to have inbuilt
flexibility. Activities and tasks have dependencies and
the preceding tasks often need to be completed before

SHORT COURSES:
Improve your project and program management and leadership skills by attending one of PMI
Sydney Chapter popular short courses. Members receive a 50% discount! Visit
www.pmisydney.org (Events Calendar) to find out more.
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Measuring the Value of a Program Management Office
By Gareth Byatt, Gary Hamilton, Jeff Hodgkinson and Duke Okes

Many organizations have contemplated or implemented program management as a means of managing inter-related projects within their organization,
with varying degrees of success. For the purposes
of this article we refer to a Program Management
Office (PgMO) as a vehicle which can be used to
manage the life-cycle of a specific program or, if a
permanent body, have the purpose of achieving
strategic
Alisonbenefits
Pickeringthat are not available by managing
projects as separate efforts. Some organizations
may refer to PgMOs (or other types of Program/
Project Management Office) as Centres of Excellence.

pend on the scope of the PgMO but may include:




Integration of deliverables plans to ensure a
“Just in time” availability of needed resources.
Planning, taking and measuring actions to increase expected benefits.
Establishing processes and procedures for the
effective management of projects (and project
resources) and where necessary, standardizing routines and processes.

The level of success organizations ultimately attain
through PgMOs will vary. Organizations that have
efficient and mature project management processes, for example, will usually incur less risk in implementing a PgMO structure and returning benefits to
the organization. Organizations new to project management or lacking mature project processes will
often struggle with program management and implementing a PgMO. Having insufficient project management processes should serve as a warning sign
of underlying issues, and it may therefore be inadvisable to attempt to implement a PgMO until the
root cause of project management process issues
are uncovered and addressed.

Critical to the success of setting up a program management “practice” is gaining agreement from stakeholders on what constitutes that success. Think of it
as the “why it will exist” factor. This step sounds obvious, but it is very easy to give it inadequate focus
early on, and like many things, it can devolve bit by
bit into providing “interesting but ultimately low-value
advice or guidance.” It should always be remembered that “people make projects” and experienced
project campaigners know how to get their projects
across the line. A PgMO should provide experienced practitioners with an appropriate service, just Given the complexities and variations in PgMOs,
measuring the value of a PgMO is not always simas they should focus on slightly different needs of
ple – but you should aim to make it so. The value
inexperienced practitioners.
measurement could be as unique as the projects/
Industry standards offer a good source from which
programs the organization manages, but several
to define success. Use them to specify what you will
key measurement topics should be considered in
do to justify your existence. As or even more critical
all PgMO measurement strategies. These into having measures of success is ensuring you can
measure them without adding needless bureaucra- clude:
cy. Capturing the wrong set of measures wastes
Planning for Measurement:
time and could lead to the failure of the program ofJust as with a new project, a PgMO should not be
fice.
undertaken without a plan, so one of the first steps
PgMOs have different purposes based on their lon- should be to create a strategy that identifies the misgevity, the characteristics of the organization and
sion, role and structure, and the measurements for
the industry, the maturity of organizational process- evaluating success. The measurement strategy
es and the scope of power with which they are enmust consider stakeholder priorities. That is, the
dowed. Regardless of these dynamics, one of the
measurement plan should be able to tell the story
primary goals of any PgMO should be to ensure
not only from the perspective of the PgMO, but also
benefit realization on behalf of the organization. One provide key metrics of interest to its primary stakething they need to be seen by key stakeholders is a holders. Establishing the right measurement plan
value-adding function, rather than as bureaucratic
early is critical as it will serve as the basis by which
overhead. The specific actions undertaken will desuccess will be determined.
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...cont. from page 16
The measurement plan should allow for change.
This doesn’t mean modifying the metrics (what is
measured) because they are not being met or are
otherwise not providing a positive light, but could
include changes to the targets (e.g., what constitutes “acceptable”) or the frequency for collecting
and reviewing metrics. For example, the percentage
of troubled projects (those not considered “green” in
the standard amber, red, green reporting process)
may initially be set at 95% for the green metric. If,
after a few reporting periods, it is found the average
is found to be 90% percent, consideration may be
given to changing the green metric to 90%, as long
as one continues to measure and will increase the
threshold as processes and resources mature. 95%
could have been too aggressive of a metric for a
specific organization at the start.
Risk/Issue Management:
Risk and issue management is a critical aspect of
any PgMO and any program or project, and your
metrics should include these factors. Merely measuring the numbers of risks and issues is not an effective indicator. The number of issues escalated to
the PgMO from the projects could be a useful indicator of either a poor interrelationship between projects managers and the Program Office or an understanding of risks and issues and interdependencies across projects. The PgMO is not
designed to micro-manage project risks and issues,
but metrics capturing, at the Program level, the effective management of Risks and Issues at the project level, as well as those managed by the PgMO,
should be considered.
When issues arise, having a means to manage,
track and report is important. An advanced PgMO
may consider as a metric the percentage of issues
with identified root causes and actions to rectify
them (and the progress of such actions).
Detailing the Measurement Processes
The measurement plan should include key definitions for collecting and reporting metrics data, including what is meant by each metric (e.g., the operational definition as well as any normalization/
modification required), source of the data, who is
responsible for collecting and analyzing it and to

whom it must be reported. The communication plan
should also detail how the metrics will be delivered
to the various stakeholders. Delivering metrics to a
stakeholder in a way that isn’t properly understood,
regardless of how positive it may be, can alienate
the PgMO. Stakeholders can suffer from data overload, and lose the intended message associated
with the measures.
Having the proper mix of metrics is important. For
example, both outcomes/results as well as inprocess metrics should be developed. The latter are
useful predictors (leading indicators) of the results
that will be achieved, and allow taking corrective
action. Measurement should look at both effectiveness (meeting primary customer/stakeholder requirements) and efficiency (how well organizational
resources were utilized in carrying out the program).
Example Metrics
Having looked at the considerations of a measurement strategy, let’s now turn our attention to some
specific metrics strategies based on the concept of
PgMO maturity. As has been observed, there is no
standard set of metrics that will work for every
PgMO. When planning the metrics for the PgMO,
do so with the understanding that the metrics needs
to be insightful, strategically focused, and help to
drive decisions rather than “telling people what they
already know.” The right metrics for a PgMO will
enable decisions which facilitate business strategy,
increasing the value of the PgMO. Collecting and
reporting the wrong metrics will make demonstrating the true value of the PgMO a challenge. While
the exact metrics vary depending on the type of
PgMP and other factors, the following are some example categories stratified by the maturity of a
PgMO.
For a newly formed (young) PgMO:


The number of interactions between stakeholders, project managers, and other key
players. Since these interactions are critical
to effective program outcomes, the PgMO can
help ensure that they occur, increasing the
probability of success (a process metric).
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...cont. from page 17




Since program outcomes are of course important, the rollup status of projects (e.g., variance in timelines and resource usage, projected outcomes) should allow early detection of
critical interface problems (process metrics).
All programs, and therefore PgMOs should
track and measure benefits. The benefits
should be captured and reported based on the
strategic objectives of the organization
(outcome metrics).

For an experienced PgMO:




PgMOs (could be outcome or process metrics)
Percent of issues for which root cause was
determined, and the ongoing benefits resulting from resolving the root causes through
changes in PgMO processes

Determining the level of maturity of the PgMO is
complex, as it may be related to the length of time
the office has been in place, the level of standards
and/or skills used by the office, the number or complexity of tools used for program and project management and the number of successful program
outcomes. A measurement system based on audits
of the PgMO office processes, guided by a maturity
rubric/matrix, can be useful when determining maturity level.

More in-depth status of critical interfaces,
such as the number of problems encountered
and resolved, and estimates of reliability/risks
of program outcomes (process metrics)

Alignment of program to stakeholder interests,
such as stakeholder feedback relative to con- Conclusion
cerns and satisfaction
Far too often, measurement systems used in pro
Cost of operating the PgMO (outcome metric,
ject/program management focus on what has been
but efficiency rather than effectiveness)
done, rather than whether the strategic intent of an
For a mature PgMO:
initiative is being or has been attained. A PgMO, if
properly designed and aligned with your business

Value of the PgMO, such as value added and
strategy, should capture metrics that help the organcosts avoided, divided by the cost of PgMO
ization understand where they are on this trajectory

Project, program, and/or system technology
and what ongoing actions will deliver success. Deknowledge/skills developed and deployed
veloping the right measurement system, and obtainacross projects and the organization through
ing agreement on that system from key stakeholdPgMO efforts (outcomes)
ers, is a critical part of the PgMO, since it drives the

Comparison of the PgMO to benchmark

New Editions of PMI’s Foundational Standards
In January 2013, PMI will publish A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)—Fifth Edition, The Standard for Program
Management—Third Edition, and The Standard for Portfolio Management—
Third Edition.
For more information go to http://www.pmi.org/PMBOK-Guide-and-Standards.aspx
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How To Save Money On Your PMP Exam Studies
By: Comelius Fichtner, PMP

Studying for and earning your Project Management Professional (PMP)® Certification can be a costly affair, some
training courses can cost upwards of several thousand dollars. However, there are ways to cut your costs and still
have access to valuable and useful study tools. Below we will discuss several ways you can lower the cost of studying for and obtaining your PMP® Certification that does not include spending a lot of money. Read through our
five savings tips and you’ll see that lowering your cost for taking the PMP® Exam is not that hard.
Savings Tip 1 – Join PMI
If you are not already a member of the Project Management Institute (PMI), join. You are not required to be a
member of PMI to take the PMP® Exam, but being a member can lead to substantial savings. First, you will receive a member discount. Second, you will have access to resource material at a reduced cost or even free. As a
member of PMI you will have access to a free PDF copy of “A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide)”, and PMI eReads which contains several PMP® prep books that you can read
online at no cost.
Savings Tip 2 – Join Your Local PMI Chapter
In addition to becoming a member of PMI look into joining your local PMI chapter. Not only will you meet other individuals in the project management field, some of which are also working toward obtaining their PMP® Certification, local PMI chapters generally offer good inexpensive PMP® Prep courses.
Savings Tip 3 – Buy Used
Look for second hand resources. When you are looking for PMP® Exam Prep Guides check out
websites such as Amazon or EBay for second hand copies, just make sure to purchase the correct edition of the
resource to go with the current exam.
Savings Tip 4 – Use Coupons
Coupons can be found for just about anything, and that includes PMP® Prep materials. For example, the best
place to find the most current coupons for The PM PrepCast is on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/
PrepCast.
Savings Tip 5 – Look for High-Quality Low-Cost Courses
Take your time when researching and comparing PMP Exam Prep courses, there are many on the market to
choose from. Keep in mind that the most expensive is not always the best and the least expensive is not necessarily the worst. Read the reviews and testimonials of those who have taken the course. If you cannot find a review or testimonial for the course on its website, take advantage of one of the many online PMP® Prep forums
and ask if anyone has taken the specific course you are interested in and ask if they would recommend the course
they have taken.

“We wish you a very Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year. See you in 2013”
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A Big Thank you to our 2012 Volunteers!
Did you know that PMI Sydney Chapter is completely
run by volunteers? We have more than 50 active volunteers who manage all Chapter activities including
events, courses, communications and numerous other
programs such as mentoring, Building Better Futures,
etc. A recent survey of volunteers indicates over 40% of
surveyed volunteers has been volunteering with the
Chapter for over a year and over 90% of the surveyed
volunteers are satisfied with their volunteer experience.
Selected highlights from our volunteers are listed below.
Building Better Futures Team
The Community Coaching Program headed by Suzy
Turner and the team consisting of Tony Briggs, Michael
Chilcott, Jodie Assaf and Selin Akbasogullari have
achieved the following in 2012:

Development Team
Tracy Griffith (Associate Director), Daniela Polit
(Associate Director), Greg Franks, Arti Malhorta, Chi
Nguyen, Jiankai Yin, Sudipto Mukherjee and Puneet
Grover are part of Development Team.
Development team made a tremendous contribution to
the Professional Development Portfolio in delivering an
extensive development offering for 2012, including 9
CAPM/PMP Preparation Classes, 11 short courses and
development workshops to over 300 participants. Excellent feedback has been received from participants in the
value and services provided. We thank you for your support in making this happen and continuously delivering
value to our members.

1.

Strategic plan review for Nature Conservation
Council NSW (NCCNSW)

Communications Team
Communications team consisting of Maja Kowalski,

2.

Project Management overview presentation for
Co.As.It

3.

Completed ongoing coaching for Good Beginnings and NCCNSW

Abhishek Chopra, Ashish Tilara, Chintan Shah, Megha
Kanth, Saradhi Motamarri, Ida Rohne, Alex Shang,
Sudipto Chanda, Joan Amudu and Leire Ituarte Perez
contributed in making a number of improvements to:

4.

Ongoing coaching commenced for Co.As.It

The Chapter website
Promoting the Chapter on Social Media
Editing and publishing The Critical Path

5.

Presentation to Good Beginnings national conferSpecial Projects Team
ence
Apostolos Bekiaris , Katherine Ortiz and Leire Ituarte
Perez contributed to the special event of the year
The Women in Project Management group headed by
“Overview of and Lessons Learned from the CERN
Rosemarie Santos and the team consisting of Joyce Ye,
Large Hadron Collider Project with Professor Pierre
Nina Genikis, Carolyn Trickett, Jenny Scalley, Veronica
Bonnal”
Shum and Yasemin Selvi delivered two events this year:
Mentor Program
“ Challenges of success: How to manage conflict while Under the leadership of Andre de Bruin, two Mentor propursuing your career ” was held on February 27 ,
grams were run successfully and an Online Mentor pro2012 . The event, sponsored by Cliftons was attended gram launched for the first time during 2012.
by 70 people who were presented with funny anecdotes
as well as practical tips about dealing with credibility,
conflict and discrimination in the work place making this Volunteer Team
an informative as well as a highly entertaining event.
Chintan Shah, Alison Evans and Colin Pannell have
Breakfast Event: “Managing Multicultural Teams Effectively” was held on 1 August, 2012. The event sponsored by CISCO was attended by 60 people who participated in an interactive workshop to get an insight on the
challenges of operating and managing teams in a global
business environment.

been instrumental in bringing together the volunteers to
deliver on Chapter programs. They organized a number
of volunteer networking events throughout the year including a formal event with a guest speaker in August.
Volunteer team would like to thank all Chapter volunteers for their wonderful contributions to the Chapter
activities.

Follow us on Twitter (@PMISydney) and join our LinkedIn Group (PMI Sydney Chapter) to stay connected!
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This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the
Communications Portfolio on behalf of the
Project Management Institute Sydney Australia Chapter.
We welcome articles, interviews excerpts, general information and other
contributions to enhance project management knowledge and
understanding of our chapter members .please send these to the
Communications Director.

Editorial Team
Communications Director:
Maja Kowalski PMP
Editor:
Saradhi Motamarri PMP

Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles are those of the respective
authors and do not represent PMI or the Chapter.

Assistant Editor:
Joan Amudu

PMI Sydney Chapter does not endorse any products or services advertised in
this newsletter.

To ensure you don’t miss out on important PMI communications, keep the email address, that you have
registered with PMI.org, current at all times.
To update your email address, log into your PMI.org account and make the necessary changes there.
Once done, you may also want to review your username for the PMI Sydney Chapter website as it may
be utilizing your old email address (default set up). If you have any issues with logging into the PMI
Sydney Chapter website, visit the Log in Help page. To change your username for the PMI Sydney
Chapter website, log in and go to "My Account" under "User Menu" located on the left hand side margin,
and edit the username.

Project Management Institute
Sydney Chapter

Advertising Rates
Critical Path:
$149 for quarter page

GPO Box 241

$199 for half page

Sydney

$299 for full page

NSW 2001
Australia
execofficer@pmisydney.org

NEW! Website advertising:

www.pmisydney.org

Check out the 2012 Media Kit package
options and rates.

LinkedIn Group
Twitter: @PMISydney

Happy

Contact communications@ pmisydney.org
for bookings.
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